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S  E V E R
S  T H E Y

 I T ’ S
O  B E .

Awakened Man is all about awakening to our true

nature as men. 

The tagline of the Awakened Man website is

'HEART | MIND | BODY | SOUL' and these are the

four core areas that the content and programmes

focus on to aid modern men in becoming the best

versions of themselves. 

Founded by London-based writer Richard Joy (bio

below), the content focuses primarily on standing

aside from modern society to see where we're

blinded, falling short and detached from our true

nature. 

In our modern age, men have few integrated,

awakened guides to mentor us into masculine

wisdom, our life purpose and deep inner peace.

Henceforth, Awakened Man centres around the 7-

Step Path of Initiation to fulfil this aim. 

In offering a mixture of coaching and content via

the media channel the mission is simple - to

awaken men & free them from inner turmoil, life

obstacles and and dysfunctions. 

Henceforth, content focuses on our present culture

that all too often sees masculinity as 'toxic', striving

to help men find peace, meaning and inspiration

beyond the bounds of the modern world. 

This journey sees us cover great spiritual teachers

and key spiritual concepts that help us break

beyond the ego, key political and social trends that

show us the value of our culture, as well as its

limitations, and how to stay healthy mentally and

physically to ensure you're living an awakened life. 

You can follow Awakened Man on YouTube and

also sign up for coaching on the main website:

awakenedman.co.uk

WHA T  I S

AWAK E N E D  MAN ?



WHO  I S  R ICHARD ,  FOUNDER

OF  AWAKENED  MAN ?

Hi, I'm Richard Joy, the Founder of

Awakened Man. While I'm content in life

now, living out my purpose of building

Awakened Man and helping many men

walk the life-changing Path of Initiation, it

really wasn't this way for many years. I grew

up a sad and lost young man, my parents

divorced at an early age and my elder

brother turned to drugs shortly after and

lost his mind in psychedelics. This led me

to live in fear of his mood swings and

violence, and I became deeply wounded at

this time. 

I spent my 20's studying but really couldn't

connect with the world, women, or find my

way. Anxiety ruled me and I was often

depressed. Around this time, my elder

brother took his own life. This was a

shocking event and I knew I had to get my

life sorted out. 

In response, I read all the self-help I could! I

stopped complaining, started working out

and eventually I landed a sweet job & nice

girlfriend in London. I had found success,

but this wasn't the end, there was one

more huge development yet...

Because of these inner wounds I became

locked inside my head, always worried

about how people perceived me and lost

with regard to how to handle life. 

I tried using drugs to ease the pain, but

these made me panic, so I used alcohol for

a while to act confident and strong. 

Deep down however, I was always fearful

and worse still, I was stuck in an unending

victim-status. I felt the world owed me

something and this led me to be a highly

intellectual and judgemental person,

thinking that I could work the world out

and gain status if I acquired enough

knowledge.

However, despite achieving all this

externally, I was still so broken internally.

"YOU  HAVE  TO  SYMBOL ICALLY  DIE  &  BE  REBORN  INTO  YOUR

TRUE  PURPOSE ,  INNER  PEACE  &  WISDOM . "  -  RICHARD  JOY

I'd learnt all about how to present myself &

succeed at work via self-help books, I'd

learnt how to charm women via pick-up,

but all that was still fundamentally fake. 

The reality was I hadn't healed my soul, I

hadn't integrated my pain, I hadn't walked

the path of a man by facing my inner fear. 

One day, it all exploded & I lost my job,

girlfriend and nearly my mind - yet this was

the best thing that ever happened to me! It

was life blowing away the BS to let me be

reborn onto a path of deep spiritual peace,

life purpose & masculine wisdom. 

After this life came so alive, I felt at one

with myself as a man, I did years of spiritual

and men's work that has culminated in the

7-Step Path of Initiation. 
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In our present era, we're increasingly finding

that men are without the transformative

guides, lessons and tools to take their lives to

the next level. 

While masculinity has become a highly

politicised notion in our day and age, this

has coincided with the breakdown of our

tribal, spiritual and social structures to guide

men. 

This has led to all manner of issues. 

Some men are feeling lost without a

purpose in life, some men feel lost without a

tribe, while others are missing an intense

drive and many also feel trapped with a

sense of existential angst which manifests in

compulsive behaviour, loneliness and even

despair. 

This breakdown of men has also led to many

issues beyond individuals. 

Today, we see more and more broken

families, more confusion between the sexes,

and a lack of transcendental purpose in a

man's life. 

Yet in chaos lays huge opportunity.  

This situation has led men to address

what's going on within them and the world

around them in great detail. 

Following in the footsteps of a few

trailblazers, many men are using this

situation to deepen their knowledge of

themselves, their mind and their purpose

in this world. 

The result? Men are finding their true

calling, they are finding freedom,

integrated masculinity and they are

awakening to their true nature within.

This process is allowing men to understand

themselves in the core male archetypes of

king, warrior, magician and lover - thereby

negating the present meaninglessness of

masculinity as well as freeing ourselves

from the restrictive bonds of old. 

This state is achieved via the Path of

Initiation, which Awakened Man does in

the form of the 7-Steps. 

This process is the most formative step you

will take in your life, establishing you

deeply in your true integrated, awakened

state.

WHY  DO  MEN  NEED  TO  WALK

THE  PATH  OF  I N I T I AT ION ?



THE  7 -STEPS  OF

IN I T IAT ION

1 .WHO  ARE  YOU ?  (THE  SOUL  AUD I T )

2 .THE  SYMBOL I C  DEATH

3 .H IGHER  &  LOWER  POWER

4 .VALUE  FRAMEWORKS  &  YOUR  L I F E

PURPOSE

5 .MOTHERS  &  THE  FEM IN INE

6 .FATHERS  &  THE  MASCUL INE

7 .THE  AWAKENED  MAN



"THE  F I RST  &

GREATEST  V ICTORY

I S  TO  CONQUER

SELF "

-  PLATO



The psychoanalyst Carl Jung once said,

"The tree that reaches to heaven has its

roots in hell".

That may sound dramatic but that tree is

what you are and the capacity for heaven

and the capacity for hell live inside you. 

In fact, if you do not recognise this you will

edge closer and closer to a dysfunctional

life that can turn into a hellish existence

pretty quickly. 

This is why we must begin this journey by

cleansing you internally. 

We have to know the drivers and demons

inside of you that influence you at your

root. 

These 'shadow' forces within come in the

form of resentments, anger and fears. 

Many guys say to me 'But I don't have too

many of those...' yet when we get digging,

they're always surprised. 

Every man has his fair share. We wouldn't

be human if we didn't. 

You may not notice how these things

influence your life at the forefront of your

consciousness, but as we delve into your

core, it becomes more and more evident

that these forces have impacted your very

identity. 

In fact, as soon as we locate and open up

these inner elements we find that there's

so much to explore. 

Not only is this liberating, it is also a deeply

powerful realisation as it shows us the

foundations we've built ourselves upon and

gives us a roadmap for transformation and

growth. 

Step 1 achieves this via some intensive one-

on-one coaching in which we work

through the main fears and resentments in

a man's life together in an environment of

closeness and complete confidence. 

In this process we aim to get the story of

you soul, listening to it, learning its

weaknesses, fears, strengths, failures and

successes. 

Remember that this isn't therapy, we're not

going to pour over concepts and theories,

this is deep inner work. 

Every man needs something unique at this

stage - some may need to focus on a

particular person, while others may need a

push to really grab ahold of what's

impacted them in their lives so we can

locate it and let it speak. 

Whatever the approaches we take, Step 1

builds a very strong bond between us as

men. meaning we're ready to embark on

the powerful, life changing work ahead. 

STEP  1 :  WHO  ARE  YOU ?  THE

SOUL  AUD I T



OFFERS A ONCE IN A LIFETIME CHANCE TO

UNDERSTAND WHO YOU REALLY ARE

BUILDS A VERY STRONG BOND OF TRUST

BRINGS CLARITY & PEACE WITHIN 

EXPLAINS YOUR DEEPER DRIVERS TO YOU

SHOWS YOU THE PATH YOU MUST WALK FOR

TRUE SELF-UNDERSTANDING 

LOCATES & HIGHLIGHTS PROBLEM AREAS,

BRINGING THE HEALING LIGHT OF

UNDERSTANDING TO THEM TOO

BRINGS YOU TO YOUR NEUTRAL CORE OF

PEACE 

TEACHES YOU A KEY TOOL FOR HANDLING

EMOTIONS IN YOUR LIFE

BEGINS THE IRRESISTIBLE PROCESS OF

TRANSFORMATION & GROWTH

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  1



STEP  2 :  THE  SYMBOL I C  DEATH

After the shadow work undertaken in Step

1 is complete we have a clear vision of how

your experiences you've picked up in life

are impacting you now. 

While it takes balls to do this, you are in an

elite group as it is something few men

actually do, meaning they carry around a

heavy shadow self for the rest of their lives,

never truly understanding themselves or

why they think the way they do.

Next we really split the men from the boys,

we must open the door to relinquishing

our safe zone in order to grow into your full

potential.

In order to do this we must integrate the

lessons learned and begin to see how we

are prone to building identities around

pain. 

For instance, when something negative

happens in our life (usually in our

childhood) our innocence is shattered and

we then build a persona of toughness,

coolness or humour to keep people away

from our sensitive core. 

This is healthy up to a point, yet there

comes a time when that innocence within

has to be healed via a process of

integration and maturation. 

This is exactly what Step 2 is all about.

In Step 2 we face a choice: We can

continue to live as we were in illusion,

experiencing the highs and lows of life,

being pulled from side-to-side by our inner

shadow, or we can take a leap into the

Great Unknown. 

Now, of course having taken that leap

myself, I know there's nothing to fear at all. 

What you're actually letting go to is the life

force at your very core, the utter tranquil

peace of reality before we put our stories

upon it and the evolutionary power of life,

yet I appreciate it can be challenging to

embark on a 'symbolic death'. 

Much of our identity is in past pain, and

even though it's holding us back, it is

familiar. It is a safe identity. It is an excuse.

This is why this step is akin to man leaving

behind the village he's outgrown & moving

out in the world away from the safety of

the nest, it may be challenging, yet it is

essential for growth. 

In many ways, we've taken this step many

times before - your first day of school, first

day of uni, your first home, et cetera, &

while this process is similar it is way more

powerful because this evolution is all about

your spiritual growth. Once you've taken

this leap, we then explore human

limitation, truth, forgiveness, humility and

what life really is all about.



FREES YOU FROM IDENTIFYING WITH

WEAKNESS & EGO

SHOWS YOU THE INNATE PEACE WITHIN

BRINGS FORTH YOUR PURPOSE IN THE

WORLD

HELPS YOU RECONCILE NEGATIVE LIFE

EVENTS

HELPS YOU LET GO OF LONG-TERM GRUDGES

SHOWS YOU THE TRUE MEANING OF

FORGIVENESS FOR SELF & OTHERS

UNVEILS YOUR NATURAL HUMILITY 

SHOWS YOU HOW TO FIND PEACE & TRUST

WITH YOUR FELLOW MAN

FORMS YOUR UNIQUE PURPOSE 

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  2



Death implies an end, yet what is dying in

the Path of Initiation is not you, only the

structures of false personality and

limitations you have put on yourself. 

After going through the symbolic death

experience - which, I should add, is unique

for every man in what it will require - we

find that what matters is still here.

What is left after you've cast out

resentments, stored emotions and your

limited ideas of what you are and what you

can achieve is what's always been there,

you've just buried it beneath layers of

mental resistance and defence

mechanisms.  

Again, it's normal for people to do this, but

the Path of Initiation requires us to

transcend this stage and go to the heart of

what you are. 

So what do we find when we're back at

ground zero, beyond our ideas,

conditioning and emotional reflexes? 

In essence, it cannot be put into words, we

have entered a non-conceptual realm that

is at your very core. 

What we can say however is that this realm

is made of your deepest truth. 

The more we dwell here the more we see

that the emotionality and turbulence of

the world really is an illusion based on

egocentric presuppositions. 

Here, we learn to be calm, restful, stoic and

unmoved by the drama of life. This is the

centre of the awakened man and what I

like to term your 'higher self'. 

Why is it higher? Simple, because it doesn't

complain or question, it just exists in pure

dynamic stillness. It is at one.  

In time, you'll begin to see that what is at

your core is the force of life itself, it is quite

literally the universe looking back at itself

through you. 

That may sound airy-fairy, but it's really the

most simple and evident truth there is. 

Once we grasp this is our heart our life

changes eternally, yet this doesn't mean

the demands of life disappear. 

Bills still need to be paid, weights lifted

and relationships healed. 

This is why this step is devoted to

understanding your higher and lower

nature, as well as how the world responds

to both of those domains too. 

STEP  3 :  H IGHER  &  LOWER

POWER



SHOWS YOU YOUR TRUE NATURE

SHOWS YOU HOW TO HANDLE THE DRAMA &

STRESS OF THE WORLD

EXPLAINS THE WORLD OF THE LOWER SELF &

HOW TO WORK IT TO YOUR ADVANTAGE

EXPLORES THE POWER OF LETTING GO

WITHIN, IMPLEMENTING DISCIPLINE &

RADIATING AUTHENTICITY

INSPIRES INNER PEACE IN YOUR HEART

BUILDS A FRAMEWORK FOR LIFE

HELPS YOU INTEGRATE PAINFUL EMOTION &

TURN IT INTO FUEL FOR GROWTH

CONNECTS YOU WITH A HIGHER PURPOSE IN

LIFE

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  3



Now, I'm sure you've read about the

importance of values before - basically

every personal development course

ensures that you write a list of values down. 

However, we go much deeper than that in

this step. 

Why? Because just writing out a list of

values you think up on the spot is too

superficial and it won't be REAL. 

It's far too common for guys to write things

they like the sound of, or have just thought

up that day, and never really understand

what their true values really are and - more

importantly - why they hold these values. 

In order to make real change and provide

you with a spine that allows you to be

assertive and decisive in the world, we

need to look into value frameworks instead

of values. 

By delving into value frameworks we find

that the values we hold within are actually

part of much bigger networks.

These networks are so vast because they

form part of our familial, cultural, national

and spiritual heritage. 

This is because values have been formed

over the centuries to work for not just the

'me' but the 'we' too. 

STEP  5 :  VALUES  &  VALUE

FRAMEWORKS

Once you grasp this you'll see that you're

actually a benefactor of your history,

allowing you to see your deep roots in your

culture as well as your forefathers. 

Secondly, you'll know how to interact with

others on the value level.

Thirdly, this will show you your life purpose

and code of honour as a man. 

Once we formulate this core life purpose.

we then implement it as the guiding light

in your goal hierarchy. 

The goal hierarchy is your vision of heaven,

you external star to aim aim that spans

your career, social, spiritual, romantic,

personal and health life. 

The hierarchy is designed in such a way

that each of the aforementioned areas

relates to your life purpose, meaning you

can be sure that the actions you're taking

in life matter. 

The famous philosopher Nietzsche

famously said that 'he who has a why can

bear any how'. 

What he meant by this was that if we know

who we are and compelling meaning is

behind our actions, you can push through

any storm. By doing the goal hierarchy, we

implement this in your heart. 

STEP  4 :  VALUES  &  YOUR  L I F E

PURPOSE



SHOWS YOU YOUR PERSONAL, CULTURAL &

SPIRITUAL HERITAGE 

TEACHES YOU HOW TO BE DECISIVE &

ASSERTIVE 

GIVES YOU A PERSONAL & COLLECTIVE CODE

OF HONOUR

SHOWS YOU HOW YOU'RE ALWAYS

CONNECTED TO YOUR FELLOW MAN

CRAFTS A DEFINITIVE LIFE VISION OF HEAVEN

TO AIM FOR & HELL TO AVOID

PREPARES YOU TO FACE LIFE'S CHALLENGES

GIVES YOU A NATURAL AUTHORITY

ENSURES YOU WILL HAVE A POSITIVE EFFECT

ON THE WORLD

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  4



The other major area is the feminine itself,

and this comes in many forms in life. 

There is our romantic relationships,

marriages and sexual desire. This is a

beautiful part of life, but it can easily get

out of hand if we have our own

imbalances, limited beliefs or

misunderstandings of how the healthy

masculine interacts with the healthy

feminine. 

Further still, sexual temptations are rife for

men today; hookup culture, sexualised

songs, porn and more have changed the

world. 

We must ensure we have a healthy way of

living with such temptations. 

This is where we also explore an oft-

ignored element of life & it's what I call the

'symbolic feminine'. 

This is all the places, forms and elements of

life that carry feminine energy, including

nature, music, art, song, poetry and dance. 

Ensuring we have an open and receptive

soul to this side of life can be very powerful

in giving us balance, expression and

harmony as men. 

We finally also explore the feminine

essence within the masculine and see

exactly what that looks like for you. 

STEP  5 :  MOTHERS  &  THE

FEM IN INE  

At this point we've done a great deal of

deep inner work that remoulds and

strengthens you as a man on his mission. 

At this point it is time to explore the most

central relationship a man has, that with

the feminine side of life. 

The masculine is tied to the feminine

eternally, and when things are balanced,

happiness, creation and peace flourish. 

When things are not balanced, chaos,

drama and turmoil await. 

As you may have noted, this step breaks

down into two key areas: the relationship

you have with your mother, and the

relationship you have with the feminine in

general. 

The mother is such a vital area to explore

as it represents our first interaction with

the feminine force and can be highly

influential for men to this day. 

Some men fall into the trap of idealising

their mother, others still hold resentments,

others can still be smothered and this can

hold them back from truly standing alone

as a man. 

It should be affirmed here that no blame is

ever placed on mothers (or anyone for that

matter), but we must explore our key

relationships and ensure they're healthy. 



LEARN ABOUT YOURSELF AS A MAN VIA HOW

THE FEMININE SEES THE MASCULINE

UNDERSTAND THE NATURE OF MOTHERS,

BOTH LITERAL & SYMBOLIC 

BUILD A HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR

MOTHER & THE WOMEN IN YOUR LIFE 

LEARN WHAT WOMEN WANT & HOW TO GIVE

IT TO THEM

EXPLORE YOUR CREATIVE SIDE 

BUILD A PLAN FOR THE PITFALLS OF

TEMPTATION 

ENHANCE YOUR PRESENT RELATIONSHIPS &

BUILD FOR AN IDEAL FUTURE

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  5



A man's relationship with his father is so

vital, yet in this day and age many of us

don't have the luxury of being able to

repair, grow or build that relationship. 

Yet, as important as such relationships are,

we do have options here. 

Much of the Awakened Man content

speaks of 'The Father' in a symbolic

archetypal context. We have the literal

father, but also the cultural and spiritual

fathers.

Each of these fathers offers us guidance,

stability and meaning as men and this step

is all about fine-tuning your relationship

with each. 

You may need to reconcile with your

earthly father, or forgive past errors, or

maybe find other mentor type figures you

can turn to for wisdom and guidance. 

Whatever your unique situation, we ensure

this bond is string before moving onto the

importance of the cultural father. 

This is all about the code of honour you

created in your value frameworks, only now

we see how every great man lived by a

great transcendental code.

Finally, we embed you in your spiritual

father, this may be God, nature, evolution,

love, peace, whatever, it can be secular or

religious, but it is essential you have this.

These three fathers embed you in your

masculine core, it is this which gives you

stability, meaning, wisdom and inner

knowing. 

It is this foundation you can build your life

upon, and which allows you to be a man of

substance who can excel at work, be

depended upon in relationships and be a

leader in your home and community.

In a world in which masculinity is

constantly under the microscope, this step

gives you the balls to handle the modern

day misgivings towards patriarchy and

gender politics and embody a loving, wise

and strong sense of being a man. 

We end this step by looking at potential

mentors in key areas of your life, how you

can stay honest, accountable and

connected with other men who are

committed to their personal growth, truth

and integrity, and we end by looking at

how you can become a mentor for others

yourself. 

STEP  6 :  FATHERS  &  THE

MASCUL INE



EMBEDS YOU IN YOUR MASCULINE CORE

LEARN WHO TO FOLLOW & WHO TO NOT

YOU BECOME A MENTOR TO OTHER MEN

STAND STRONG AS AN INDEPENDENT MAN

SOLIDIFY & HEAL YOUR RELATIONSHIP WITH

YOUR FATHER(S)

CONNECT WITH THE SYMBOLIC MASCULINE

ASPECTS OF LIFE

BUILD TIGHT CONNECTIONS WITH

LIKEMINDED MEN

FIND INNER PEACE

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  6



Step 7 is the last step, which embeds you

deeply with your purpose, peace and

presence as a man. 

In many ways, the whole process has been

building to this moment as we've been

building the framework behind the scenes

to now introduce the life approach of the

Awakened Man.

It's important to add here that we don't

walk around telling others how we're an

'awakened man', nor do we use it as an

egocentric fillip for ourselves. 

The aim here is to live a life aimed at an

'awakened' approach to your personal life,

your romantic life, your working life and

your spiritual life. 

This means we need to check in with this

core purpose and vision regularly and this

step helps you in building a plan of action

to ensure you do that. 

This step is classic, practical stuff that

makes all the difference. 

The fool wants drama, motivation and

magic everyday, yet the wise man knows

that what we do everyday behind the

scenes makes the man. 

Henceforth, in this step we implement

simple daily disciplines and practices that

are very simple to do at the time, but yield

massive results in the long-term.

While every man has to find a daily plan

the suits him specifically, with a simple

morning and evening routine, there are

certain universal elements which I can

write about here. 

In the morning, we ascertain your key text,

your life driver that connects you with your

truth on a soul level. 

Next we build a morning check-in to blow

away any cobwebs and to ensure you start

the day strong. 

At this point, I offer a range of techniques

and we build a plan that's easy for you to

do so you know that if you have just a little

discipline each day, you can make huge

strides in your life. 

Similarly, we craft an evening plan which

helps you practically and efficiently review

where you're at today, how in touch you

are with your soul, whether there are

interferences in your mind or blocks in your

body. These simple exercises are what keep

people free of anxieties and self-doubt,

which in turn lead to overuse of

intoxicants, worry and seeking help down

the line. 

In essence, we can deal with life one tiny

chunk at a time, or let things slip and get

way out of whack. The life we're building

here ensures you're always on the path to

purpose and peace. 

STEP  7 :  THE  AWAKENED  MAN



HAVE YOUR PERFECT LIFE MAPPED OUT

BECOME A FREE MAN IN YOUR OWN RIGHT

BUILD YOUR IDEAL DAILY ROUTINE

CONNECT WITH THE AWAKENED MAN

COMMUNITY

LEARN HOW TO LIVE IN AN OPTIMAL MANNER 

UNITE THE DIVINE MASCULINE & FEMININE

ENERGIES

LET GO & LEARN THE PHILOSOPHY OF 'FLOW'

HAVE A LIFE FRAMEWORK THAT YOU CAN

DEPEND ON TO ENSURE YOU'RE LIVING AS

THE BEST MAN YOU CAN BE

B E N E F I T S  O F  S T E P  7



HOW DO YOU GO THROUGH THE 7-
STEPS?

Men walk the steps in a bespoke time limit

that's usually a 9-week long process.

However, the whole process can be done in

a 4-week stint too. 

We iron out all key details regarding time

commitments, when we can do sessions

and what is expected from both parties

before beginning on a connection call (you

can book that at awakenedman.co.uk) 

There is some manageable work to

complete outside of the actual coaching

sessions and this can be done alongside a

full-time job. 

HOW ARE SESSIONS CARRIED OUT? 

Sessions are either in person, online via

Zoom, or over the phone. 

The stated time for an individual session is

50 minutes (although sometimes we'll

double up a session).

Each session will be guided by Richard,

however you will be expected to do

partake fully and give it your all. You will

have guidance at all times.  

IS THIS LIKE THERAPY?

In some ways yes but in more ways no.

Awakened Man is not a counselling service,

but a men's coaching service. 

There is crossover in that we will take

about meaningful/painful things in your

life, yet we are not going to spend days

pouring over past experiences, this is a

program of action and transformation, not

mental health care or therapy. 

Q&A

IS IT GUARANTEED TO TAKE ME TO THE
NEXT LEVEL?

That really depends on how much you're

willing to put in and how ready you are. If

you're up for this then nothing can hold

you back - you will see improvements in

your life quickly. 

For some guys, these experiences are

almost immediate (that was also my

experience) for other guys it can build

over time. 

In essence, the 7-Steps give you a

framework and open you up to new

realities - it won't always be dead easy, but

it will always be rewarding and hugely

helpful in the long-term.

WHAT IS MEANT BY 'AWAKENING'? 

Awakening refers to the spiritual,

psychological and emotional changes that

will occur within. 

It doesn't mean everything will be

magically easy, it means that you'll be

aware of and ready to face any challenges

that life brings and you'll feel relish at

doing so.

WHEN CAN I START?

There is a new intake every month, so

simply follow the links on the 'Begin Your

Journey' page or visit awakenedman.co.uk

to book your place. 

WHAT ELSE DO I NEED?

Nothing at all, by embarking on the

course you secure a free copy of the core

text and a free pass to the course study

area. 



David, 31: “Being coached through the Path of Initiation has changed my

life. It has been a powerful, emotional and enlightening journey – a

journey every man should take to purify his soul; give birth to his true

vision and actualise his purpose.”

Alex, 30: “Richard has an ability to connect at the soul level with humility

and eloquence, which I found highly motivating. Sharing his knowledge

and spiritual guidance gained from overcoming his own personal battles

has been inspiring in showing me the way of the awakened man. I am

very much looking forward to on-going coaching work as this process has

really opened my eyes.”

Greg, 35: “I’ve been working with Rich and Awakened Man for a while

now and it’s been invaluable in giving me a much deeper understanding

of myself as a man, my role in the world and how to actualise my full

potential with discipline in the key areas of my life.”

Julian, 31: “The 7-Step Path has allowed me to understand the past,

make sense of my life and set an unbreakable vision for my future. I

highly recommend it!”

Laurence, 25: After years of pain following a bereavement, doing this has

really helped me find inner peace, clarity and a path forward for me as a

man.”

TEST IMON IALS  



I RECOMMEND MEN WALK THE STEPS OVER A 9-WEEK PERIOD,

WITH 2 SESSIONS EACH WEEK. 

HOWEVER, I ALSO OFFER LONGER & MUCH SHORTER INTENSIVE

PACKAGES AT 2-4 WEEKS. 

IF YOU'D LIKE TO BOOK INDIVIDUAL SESSIONS, THAT OPTION IS

AVAILABLE TOO. 

SEE BELOW FOR FULL DETAILS & PRICES:

INDIVIDUAL SESSION PRICES ARE:
1 x SESSION: £70

5 x SESSION BUNDLE: £300 (£60 PER SESSION)

10 x SESSION BUNDLE: £500 (£50 PER SESSION)

INTENSIVE PRICES ARE: 
2-WEEK INTENSIVE (2 SESSIONS EVERY WEEKDAY): £2,000

4-WEEK INTENSIVE (1 SESSION EVERY WEEKDAY): £1,500

9-WEEK INTENSIVE (2 SESSIONS A WEEK): £800

***PAYMENT PLANS ARE ALSO AVAILABLE & CAN BE
DISCUSSED

FOR AVAILABILITY & A FREE 'CONNECTION CALL', PLEASE
CONTACT RICHARD: 
Email: richard@awakenedman.co.uk

Book a Call:

BEG IN  YOUR  JOURNEY

https://awakenedman.co.uk/book-a-free-consultation/


THANK  YOU  FOR

READ ING

AWAKENEDMAN .CO .UK


